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The rationality of rhythm
My presentation is based on the premiss that the “organisation of perception” is eminently
rhythmical, what is more: that it finds its quintessence in the modernist discourses and
practices of rhythm.
The discourse of rhythm in modernism is highly polarised. On the one hand, rhythm as
a suggestive power brings about sensorimotor and emotional excitation and triggers states
of trance and ecstasy. On the other hand, it is a prerequisite of an increased attention to
pattern formation, it increases the reflexive awareness of form.
The suggestive and immersive effect is emphasised by theorists of mental regression and
anthropologists of “primitive” thinking. Rhythmic dynamism in its suggestive potential,
with an effect that can be either exciting or soothing, is presented in terms of flows and
waves. This characterisation of rhythm as a pre-cognitive elemental force reaches a
problematic climax in the concepts of vitalist thinkers such as Ludwig Klages.
The reflexive effect fosters a heightened awareness of organisation and form. This effect
is stressed not only by the formalist aesthetics of defamiliarisation, it also attracts
attention in the debates about the collective effects of rhythm. In 1920, the Russian poet
Osip Mandelstam believes that rhythmic education has a form-producing and awarenessraising power that turns the revolutionary “mass” into a “collective” thanks to the “spirit
of geometry” and a “strict rationalism”.1 The German psychotechnologist Fritz Giese
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examines the “enormous power of the rhythm” in his “Girlkultur” study. He conceives of
the assimilation to the “technical-artificial rhythm” – an assimilation taking place in the
American dance revues – as a rational antidote against the myth of the “biological-natural
rhythm”.2 “Not the idea of having to obey, but the idea of technicality and of the collective
element inherent in all technology – that was the guiding principle.”3 Rhythm in this
perspective is an organising force. But this “organisation” does not only serve to
discipline and condition the body by means of rhythmic routine practice (Taylorism, the
“science of work” in the Soviet union, dance revues). At the same time, it also brings
about an increased self-awareness of the technologically gifted subject, precisely because
that subject is rhythmically capable of perceiving forms. Giese talks about the “Iincreasing effect” of rhythm.
This idea is inherent even in Siegfried Kracauer’s dictum of the “mass ornament”. It is
true, the crushing dictum goes: “Although the masses give rise to the ornament, they are
not involved in thinking it through”.4 However, it is the bad, the empty abstractness of
this capitalist rationality which, at the same time, contains within itself its own act of
transcending. The bearer of the ornament “becomes transparent to the man determined by
reason”.5

“Nervous action is rhythmical”
The nexus between rhythm and organisation of perception is, from a historicalepistemological perspective, connected with the paradigmatic rupture in the nineteenth
century that temporalises perception. Perception becomes something processual and
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unstable. The psychology of attention is the clearest indicator and promoter of this
temporalisation of the perceiving consciousness. What, around 1900, is captured with the
tachistoscope, the chronograph and other measuring instruments, is the temporal
dimension of the “attention span”. In the experimental designs of Wundt, Helmholtz,
Sterling, Dietze, and others, there is always the underlying premiss of the frequencies of
stimuli – whether they measure “reaction times”, “mental spans” or “Bewusstseinsumfänge”. Jonathan Crary speaks of “fragmentation ov vision perhaps even more
thorough than anything in early forms of cinema and high-speed photography.”6 They
focus on questions like: how far can the resistance of the nervous substance to sensory
stimuli be weakened through a higher frequency of these stimuli. Trance and hypnosis
experiments, on the other hand, aim at generating stimulus chains in which the intensity
of the individual stimulus is minimally above the threshold of perception and which are
slow enough to avoid an accumulation that would lead to increased excitation.
Yet, the psychological discourse of rhythm is not just about how the human sensorium
processes the input of external stimulus frequencies but about understanding the cerebral
process itself as a rhythmic one. William James refers to the “pulses of change” in the
“internal equilibrium” of the brain.7 Wilhelm Wundt conceives of the “successive
movement of attention” as a “periodical process” separated by “intervals”.8 Thaddeus
Bolton declares: “[..] nervous action in general, and especially of the lower and vasomotor centres, is rhythmical”.9
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“Pulses of attention”

Before analysing the specific significance of rhythm in verse for the above-sketched
problem of perceptual organisation, I will briefly digress to talk about a psychologist who
is almost completely forgotten – although he made sensational connections between
experimental enquiries into the perception of rhythm and the poetics of verse. I refer to
the American psychologist Thaddeus Bolton and his thesis “Rhythm” published in 1894.
Bolton’s work reveals with striking clarity that empirical-psychological theories of
rhythm from around 1900 were first of all situated in the broader context of a psychology
of attention. In the chapter on “Attention and Periodicity”, he deals with “pulses of
attention”. To Bolton, human speech is the most significant area of a genuine rhythmicity
of the human body. From this genuine rhythmicity, there emerges a secondary
rhythmicity of poetic speech. In poetic rhythm, then, the four aspects of vocal utterances
constituting rhythm – regular succession of sounds, intensity (strong and weak syllables),
pitch and quality – are structurally arranged in such a way that they become “unifying
elements” of poetic speech. The question which Bolton asks relates to the specific power
of rhythm when it comes to extending the mental span so as to enable the holistic
perception of a verse line, a stanza, and a whole poem.
[Cf. Ernst Meumann10, Yuri Tynyanov11, and the discussion about “tempoaral Gestalt” in
early Gestalt theory12; cf. also Sergej Bernshtejn13, S. Vysheslavceva14 and others about
the perception of verse rhythm, and the research done at the “Institute of the living
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word”/Institut zhivogo slova15; cf. also Stefan Rieger on the “Laboratory for Experimental
Phonetics“ at the University of Hamburg and the resp. publications in the journal VOX.16]

Grouping
Bolton regards grouping as a fundamental rhythm-constituting cognitive performance.
Grouping is a multi-level process of coordinating and subordinating individual stimuli:
“The answer is to be found in the fact that unities are formed out of the simplest elements
of forms of speech by coordinating some with others in respect to their time relations;
secondly, unities are formed of unities by subordinating them with respect to their
intensities, and sometimes, their time values; thirdly, by coordinations and subordinations
with respect to intensities and qualities, higher unities still are formed; and fourthly, by
coordinations and subordinations with respect to theme and aesthetic forms, the greatest
unities are accomplished.”17
It is the idea of rhythmic overdetermination that is put forward, here, avant la lettre. The
more of these layers of groups are formed, each with their different scope, the more does
the mental span extend – “over a very large number of simple impressions”.18
The second part of his study is devoted to the experimental analysis of cognitive
grouping achievements. Bolton developed a design for the analysis that was supposed to
reveal “what the mind did with a series of simple auditory impressions in which there was
absolutely no change of intensity, pitch, quality or time-interval”.19 In a series of
experiments, the participants were listening to series of different frequencies of electric
telephone clicks – occurring without any change in timing, intensity, pitch or quality.
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Using the introspective method, he then analysed how the participants structured these
series of indifferent stimuli into periodical units composed of stimuli with and without
accent.
[Cf. also Kurt Koffka’s experimental studies on rhythm perception20; Ernst Meumann21
refers to Bolton’s concept of grouping, and trough the reception of Meumann this thought
finds its entrance into the verse theory of Russian Formalism, cf. Tynjanov 192422.]

“Some railroad engineers believe their engines sing tunes”
Bolton also took into account any associated arbitrary semantisation of the stimulus series
(clock, dripping water, galloping horse) – a semantisation that partly triggered the actual
grouping process – and, if necessary, also any perceived interdependencies with heartbeat
and breathing rhythms, the accompanying motor responses (knocking, foot tapping) as
well as any rhythmic predisposition of the participants. The results show that the
perception of rhythm consists in imposing a group structure onto a uniform series of
stimuli. This forming of groups is described as a tripartite cognitive operation: 1)
“accenting regularly certain sounds more than others”, 2) grouping of strong and weak
sounds into units, 3) “separating these units from one another by intervals which are
apparently longer than the interval which separates the individual clicks”.23
When the participants were listening to differently patterned series of stimuli (groups
of two, three, four, or five stimuli; there were four different intensities of accents: A, B,
C, D)(fig. 1), their subjective distribution of stronger and weaker positions in a group
showed significant deviations only in those cases in which the real, the given sequence of
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stimuli deviates from a distribution principle that is obviously preferred or to which
people are predisposed: namely, the principle that a group has to either begin with a strong
accent or end with a weak element. If this is not the case, as in the sequence ACB, the
participants tended to regroup the stimuli to achieve BAC. ADCB, thus, became CBAD,
accordingly.

Figure 1: A, B, C, and D indicate different levels of stimulus intensity. The top line represents the real
sequences of stimuli (in repeated groups of 3, 4, or 5 stimuli). Lines 1-28 represent – exemparily – the
individual subjective groupings by the 28 test persons. The lower line indicates the summarized dominant
tendency of groupings.

Another series of experiments worked with different sound lengths. The results show that
the participants tended to conceive of the longer sounds as the end of a group and to insert
a longer-than-usual interval after these sounds. Bolton regards these subjective grouping
tendencies as analogous to preferences concerning the rhythm of verse, for example the
preference for iambic and dactylic metres in modern English poetry.
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Verse matters
After 1900, the discourse on the theory of verse was characterised by the abovementioned tension between immersive and reflexive concepts of rhythm. In the poetological writings of the Russian symbolist Andrei Bely, this leads to almost monstrous
paradoxes, which are – perhaps for this very reason – so epistemologically enriching. To
understand the enormous analytical and rhetorical intensity of the debate on the rhythm
of verse in the first decades of the twentieth century, one needs to consider the prominent
role played by verse language as a catalyst of the “organisation of perception” at the time.
This has to do with the impact of poetry in the period of its “second rhetorisation”. After
poetics, from the eighteenth century onwards, had become more and more independent
from its mother discourse, “rhetoric”, and eventually autonomous, the period after 1900
led to an increased focus on analyses of declamation and a close connection between
rhetorical and poetological research. To this we may add the extraordinary status of
rhythmic speech in an anthropological Zeitgeist that suggested a genetically close
relationship between dance, gesture, and poetry. (To mention just a few names from
different disciplines: August Schmarsow, Karl Bücher, Ernst Grosse, Wilhelm Wundt and
others.)
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“Aaron’s rod”
Superficially, Andrei Bely seems to be the proponent of an elementary rhythmic energy
that precedes any reflexive awareness of form. This idea sets off a whole fireworks of
metaphors of fluid and flaming matter (lava, thunderstorm, vortex, dancing veils of gas).
Bely refers to a “rhythmic gesture” and “rhythmic intonation”, “which precedes the
choice of words and lines”.24 Similarly some Russian formalists claimed: “The rhythmic
impulse exists prior to the verse” (Osip Brik)25. The argument that these pictures seem to
illustrate so clearly concerns the opposition of rhythm and metre: an original, dynamic,
fluid, and “living” rhythm is set against a secondary, mechanical, crystallised, and “dead”
metre.26 However, Bely’s poetological use of metaphors is more than just an “illustration”
of arguments. It is a genuine method of poetological thinking. And this method overcomes
any schematic dualisms and hierarchisations between original sensory intensities and
their ostensible encrustations in the congealed artistic form. One example is Bely’s
metaphor of “Aaron’s rod”. What unfolds, here, is a whole metaphorical process, an
emerging metaphor (or, as Osip Mandelstam would say, a “Heraclitean metaphor”). In
the beginning, the etymological “root” of the word in its elasticity is like a “snake”. It is
then covered by “the wooden bark of immobility” and, finally, turns into the “dry rod” –
which is the last stage in the “violation of the word” (насилие над словом).27 But it is
precisely this rod that, in the same breath, turns into Aaron’s rod, a plant that produces
flowers and then changes again into a snake.28 In the Aaron’s rod metaphor, we find
24
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condensed a dialectic of the poetic word – a dialectic that reveals the hardened “form” as
the origin of life.

“Figure” – rhythm is geometry
Bely – in spite of his repeated invectives against metrical ossification – ties rhythmic
dynamism directly and exclusively to metrical structure.
With Bely, the analysis of verse rhythm consists in the comparative counting of metrical
values between subsequent lines of a poem. This, precisely, is the new, the dynamic
approach: no longer to content oneself with the static classification of metrical systems
and assigning them to a poem, but to come to terms with the interplay of the varying
distributions of metrical values in different lines of verse. These varying distributions
depend on the non-realisation of metrically required ictus in some places. For example the changing position from one verse line to another of those metrical feet in which the
iambic stress on the second syllable is not realised. In this context, Bely occasionally
speaks about “accelerations” (metrical ictus that have not been realised) and “decelerations” (clusters of ictus through stress on metrically unstressed syllables).
Bely developed two different methods of metrical analysis. The first is presented in
“Lyrics and Experiment” (1909, published in “Symbolism” in 1910). With this method,
the distributional differences of the non-realisations of metrical stresses are translated into
geometrical figures. (fig 2)
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Figure 2
Each metrical foot in a tetrametric line of verse – i.e., the first, second, and third iamb (the
fourth, and last, is irrelevant as it has a compulsory stress on the second syllable) – gets its own
column. For each line of verse, a dot is placed in the column that features a non-realised
metrical stress. From this dot, a line is drawn to the corresponding dot of the next line. It is only
the relation between two successive lines that forms the basis of the thus emerging figures. The
results of this method include, for example, to distinguish “poor” or “rich” rhythms
characteristic of certain periods, genres or styles (fig.3).
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Figure 3 (left: poor rhythm: A. Tolstoi. Kapnist, Benediktov, “Pushkin at the Lyceum”; right: rich rhythm:
“adult Pushkin”, Tyutchev, Baratynskij, Derzhavin)

And as if that were not enough: Bely even goes beyond such series of figures. He develops
a general inventory of “figures” of rhythm that is independent of such linear graphs. These
are the figures that have accompanied us throughout this presentation. In his outline of a
“future textbook of rhythm“29, Bely collects these figures that have matured into
ornamental or crystalline structures. Just to explain what these forms mean: They are
figures that reveal the possible combinations of basic geometrical figures for different
positional shifts in the “accelerated” metrical feet between two lines of verse:
Parallelograms (fig. 4) emerge, when we have two accelerated syllables in neighbouring
lines, each of them at other positions (the diagram shows the individual figure on the
right, and on the left the combination of all possible parallelograms of this type (only two,
in this case).
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Figure 4: Right: a figure, emerging from a particular distribution of stresses and unrealized
stresses in the course of two subsequent verses (first verse/upper horizontal line: two unrealised
stresses (“accelerated” metrical foots) on position 1 and 3; second verse/lower line: two
unrealised stresses on position 2 and 4. – Left: All possible combinations of this type of
distribution (in this case: only two possible combinations).

This is how we have to read the diagram (fig. 5, G.W.):

Figure 5 (G.W.): Yellow segments: iambic metrical feet with unrealized stresses (“accelerated”
foots). (Example of a iambic pentameter; the fifth vertical column/last metrical foot is not taken
into account, because a stress is mandatorily required for the last foot, so that distributional
derivations can’t unfold here.)

The same holds for “roofs” (fig . 6 an 7), right-angled triangles (fig. 8 and 9), and acute
triangles (fig. 10 and 11).

Figures 6, 7: “Roofs” – with (left side) 4 possible types of distributions between subsequent verses (in one
line: one “accelerated” foot, in the other: two). The vertical symmetry results from the variability of the
respective types of distribution: either the first of two lines has only on “acceleration” and the second has
two; or vice versa).
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Figures 8, 9: all possible types of distribution of the right-angled triangle.

Figures 10, 11: three different forms of acute triangles. In the lower case (first line: one “acceleration”,
second line: two adjacent “accelerations” in the following foots): 8 possible types of distribution.

The spatialisation of rhythm or, more pathetically, the apotheosis of rhythm in the graphic
figure or even the transubstantiation of rhythm in the apollonian eye, in the form that is
actually seen – all this finds, here, its most radical application. Rhythm is not simply
represented graphically, it is geometric symmetry.

Curve of all curves
In the second method (tested in the “Aaron’s rod” essay of 1917 and culminating in the
large study “Rhythm as dialectic” of 1929)30, the parameters of the metrical count have
been crucially changed. What Bely is interested in is no longer the distributional relation
of accelerations between two lines of verse and the corresponding geometrical
manifestation, but a more complex, algebraic operation. By means of this operation, the
changing relation of contrasts and similarities between the metrical distributions of all
30
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verse lines of a poem is calculated. Each line is given a decimal value between 0
(similarity) and 1 (contrast), established on the basis of the distance between congruous
lines: the closer two congruous lines lie together, providing an echo, the more do they
subdue the contrast relation between them. And vice versa: the farther two congruous
lines lie apart, the higher will be the contrast value. The total of the contrast values thus
calculated for each line results in corresponding values for the stanza (let’s say: 0,8 + 1 +
0,5 + 0,5 = stanza value 2,8). Subsequent Stanzas then are registered in curves according
to their respective values (fig. 12) .

Fig. 12: Stanza curves of several poems by A. Pushkin: the different stanzas’ values (for instance 2,2, 2,3
and 2,6 for the three stanzas of the poem “Charodejkoju zimoju”, left side) result from the varying contrast
values of the lines of each stanza.

These stanza values are then again compared with each other. In this way, the changing
rhythmic intensity can be traced over the course of a whole poem. (fig. 13, regarding
Pushkin’s “The Iron Horseman”).
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Figure 13: Curves of 55 stanzas of Pushkin’s poem “The Iron Horseman”. Bely suggests correspondences
between certain thematic groups and levels of rhythmic intensity. For instance, the curve of the stanzas that
depict the flooding of Petersburg show larger amplitudes than the stanzas about Car Peter.

The diagram is no longer represented by “figures” but by “curves”. Bely states that these
curves represent rhythm not only in an abstract sense, but that they materialise it and
make it “palpable”, “tangible”. One has to come to grips with the character of these curves
to appreciate the whole fierceness of this thought: these curves are not the traces of the
expressive movements of a writing hand, nor do they represent recording graphs such as
those registered on kymographs and other measuring instruments of the time. (Exactly
this type of curves implied the claim to a privileged epistemic evidence: the matter
recorded itself in its own processuality.) In Bely’s work, however, we are dealing with
calculated curves, with graphs of statistical distributions. For Bely, just this type of curves
represents the culmination of the sensory self-evidence of rhythm - a curve type
conditional to the highest degree, arbitrary, and totally dependent on contingent and
isolated parameters. As in the case of the geometrical figures, this is about more than a
diagrammatic representation of sensory intensities. It is about the materialisation of these
intensities in the curve itself. The curve is the “gesture” (203). It is the “line of rhythm”
itself that “shouts eloquently” (красноречиво кричит, 203).

